[Effect of early mobilization following Kapandji's method of intrafocal wiring in fractures of the distal end of the radius. Results of a prospective study of 60 cases].
We have undertaken a prospective study of the management of fractures of the distal radius using three Kirschner wires as advocated by Kapandji. 30 were immobilised and the other 30 allowed early movement. Complications involving pin migration and rupture of extensor tendons occurred only in the latter group, and one patient in the other group developed Reflex Sympathetic Dystrophy. At three months there was no statistically significant difference in movement or level of pain between the two groups. Grip was better after two months in those mobilised early. The final radiographic appearances were similar in both groups. Early mobilisation should only be used in patients who have good quality bone and will carefully observe instructions after operation.